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Bastille: "Bad Blood" album review

By Robert Morrissey , Wednesday 20th March, 19:00

Fresh from announcing headline dates at Sea Sessions and Indiependence music festivals this summer, London

pop band Bastille have released their highly anticipated album ‘Bad Blood’, but it is far from what the title

suggests.

Having produced mixtapes, singles and remixes over the past few years of their existance, Bastille’s debut is a

cracker.

We open with the current single ‘Pompeii” and its catchy vocals.  The repetitive percussion   would have anyone

drumming on a near by surface.  The song itself is possibly about myth and history as its title suggests, but with

references to a modern day dilemma that singer Dan Smith is encountering, as we hear in the lyrics “But if you

close your eyes, doe’s it almost feel like you’ve been here before.”

The string and piano based ‘Things We Lost in the Fire” continues with the catchy vocals and drums.  This track

is followed by the electro synth pop of title track ‘Bad Blood’, speaking tales of the tensions witnessed in teenage

years.  Track 6 ‘Weight of Living, Pt. II’ follows in similar footsteps to ‘Bad Blood’, but more upbeat and could

easily put you into dancing mode.

Just like the track ‘Overjoyed” earlier in the album, ‘Oblivion” slows the tempo of the album down.  The

beautifully arragned string and bass track gives the listener a break from partying, and changes the mood to a

more reflective one.

Debut single from the album ‘Flaws’ is as addictive as ‘Pompeii’, with its synthy and fast tempo and lyrics.

‘Daniel in the Den’ starts slow, but then features melodic synth that you would expect from a Passion Pit record. 
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The track delves into a history influence again, but told in true storytelling fashion by Smith.

Superb harmonies in ‘Laura Palmer’ again show us the excellent stroytelling and new pop  that Bastille have

created here.  The lyrics “this is your heart, can you feel it” are almost like the album’s songs, pumping through

the body of the listener. 

There are more well arranged strings, piano and vocals in ‘Get Home’.  ‘Weight of Living, Pt. I’ closes the album

with synth harmonies and gentle words of advice “Your Albatross, let it go, let it go” in the chorus.

Bastille’s debut is a fine example of why they are tipped for big things this year, and its clear with the recent

announcements of festival headline slots and a sold out date in The Academy, Dublin, that we are listening to

some of the best pop of the year.

Bastille play The Academy Dublin on April 4th and the Trinity Ball on April 5th.

They also play Sea Sessions in Bundoran, Co Donegal in June and Indiependence Music Festival in Mitchelstown,

Co. Cork in August.
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